Funding sources for grad students

What are some sources for funding of graduate students?

58 responses from 13 authors

- Aapg
- Aapg
- Aapg
- Aapg
- Aapg
- Aapg foundation grants for students
- Aapg grants in aid
- Agu
- Agu, various for focus groups
- American association of petroleum geologists
- Aps lewis and clark fund
- Awg (asso of women geoscientists)
- Cave research foundation graduate research grant
- Departmental grants
Many field/lab equipment manufacturers have grants for equipment loans and some come with conference travel funds.
- Mazamas (for projects in the northwest)
- Nasa space grant (if your work has planetary applications)
- National geographic?
- Ncalm (acquire new lidar)
- Noaa fellowships
- Nsf
- Nsf
- Nsf graduate fellowships
  http://www.nsfgrfp.org/
- Nsf graduate research fellowship
- Nsf international doctoral dissertation enhancement proposal
- Office of naval research
- Ozarka natural spring water/earth science scholarship
- Petroleum research fund from the american chemical society
- Philanthropic educational organization (for late career phd, women only)
- Science or writing ta (other department)
- Sea grant fellowships
- Sepm
- Sigma xi
- South texas geological society
- State (in our case epscor) funds
- Ta-ships
- Texas water resource institute
- The lewis and clark fund for exploration and field research
- Usda
- Usgs ed-map program